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second* century*B.C.E.* and* eleventh* century*C.E.* that* substantively*
rewrite* existing* biblical* books:* Sefer( haAYashar,* the* Palestinian*
Targums,* Josephus’* Ant.* 1a11,* PseudoaPhilo’s* Liber( Antiquitatum(
Biblicarum,*Jubilees,*and*the*Genesis(Apocryphon.2**Since*then,*both*the*
term*and*the*concept*behind*it*have*undoubtedly*proved*fruitful*in*
elucidating* one* important* way* in* which* late* Second* Temple* Jews*





and* the* preceding* Budapest* conference;* indeed,* it* is* an* honour* to* be* part* of* the*
Rewritten*Bible*debate*originally*sparked*by*my*former*Doktorvater,*Géza*Vermes.**I*
would* also* like* to* thank* Tony* Gelston,* Dan* Harrington,* and* Dwight* Swanson* for*
feedback*on*earlier*versions*of*this*chapter. 
2 Vermes* 1961,* 67a126;* the* medieval* Sefer* haaYashar* does* not* feature* in*
subsequent* discussion.* * Contrary* to* Alexander* (1988,* 99)* and* Petersen* (2007,* 291),*
Bernstein* (2005,* 173,* note* 4)* rightly* observes* that* Vermes* 1986* does* not* add* any*
works*to*his*original*list.**However,*Vermes*1989:*187*allows*that*what*are*now*called*
1QWords*of*Moses*(1Q22),*4QApocryphon*of*Joshuaaab*(4Q378a9),*4QBirth*of*Noahaa
c* (4Q534a6),* and* 4QVision* of* Samuel* (4Q160)*might* also* be* included;* among* these,*
only*4QApocryphon*of*Joshuaaab*is*sufficiently*well*preserved*to*make*a*judgement,*
as*we*shall*see. 
3 On* older* scholarship’s* lack* of* interest* in* late* Second* Temple* exegesis,* see*
Bernstein*2004,*216a21.* *On*Scripture’s*purported*antiquity,*see*Barton*1986,*59a62;*it*
seems* universally* assumed* in* surviving* evidence,* though* often* passed* over* (e.g.*
Petersen*2007,*287)*or*deemed*insignificant*(Zahn*2011,*98,*note*17)*by*scholars.**More*
generally,*speaking*of*authoritative*works*undifferentiatedly*or*as*coterminous*with*
Scripture* is* unhelpful,* for* other* kinds* of* literary* authority* existed–whether* nona







Nevertheless,* there* has* been* considerable* disagreement* over* the*
years* about* Rewritten* Bible’s* nature* and* extent,* with* several*
longstanding* and* notasoalongstanding* issues* being* prominent* of*
late.4**First,*the*dominant*view*that*Rewritten*Bible*is*best*regarded*
as*a* literary*genre*has*been*both*affirmed*and*called* into*question.**
Second,* insofar* as* the* consensus* concerning* the* Jewish* canon* that*
obtained* when* Vermes* coined* the* appellation* has* since* broken*
down,* with* many* now*maintaining* that* late* Second* Temple* Jews*
had*no*Bible* but* rather*Scripture,5* it* has* been* argued* that* the* label*
Rewritten(Scripture*should*replace*Rewritten(Bible.* *Third,*how*much*
of*a*Vorlage*has* to*be* rewritten,* and*with*what*degree*of* intensity,*
for* a* work* to* count* as* Rewritten* Bible* or* Rewritten* Scripture* is*
disputed.* * And* fourth,* the* publication* of* previously* unknown* soa
called* Parabiblical* Texts* or* New* Pseudepigrapha* from* Qumran*
during* the* past* two* decades* has* problematized* the* precise*






Hence,* we* shall* here* undertake* a* preliminary* reaexamination* of*




our* grasp* of* the* underlying* literary* and* historical* realia* will* be.9**
*
4*Zahn*2010*provides*a*fuller*overview.*
5* Ulrich* 2002* further* justifies* the* terminological* distinction* between* Scripture*
(purportedly* ancient* compositions* not* yet* precisely* delimited)* and* Bible( or* canon*
(such*works*once*precisely*delimited).*








What* is* required,* therefore,* as* Moshe* Bernstein* has* noted,* is* an*




genre.11* * Second,* whether* the* amended* Rewritten* Scripture* can*
usefully*replace*Rewritten*Bible*will*be*considered.**Third,*we*shall*
examine* the* suggestion* that* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture* is*
best* viewed* as* the* designation* for* a* textual* process.* * Fourth,* a*
comparison*will*be*made*with*several*works*not*normally*brought*
into* the* debate.* * Insofar* as* they* are* relevant* to* all* these* matters,*








as*a* literary*genre,* for*most*scholarly*usage*has*treated*it*so.12* *The*
assumption*has*been*that* late*Second*Temple*Jews*had*a*Bible*and*
that,* among* nonabiblical* works,* there* existed* a* genre* that* can* be*
called*Rewritten*Bible.**Vermes*himself*sometimes*speaks*of*a*genre*
in*that*way:*
[The* Genesis( Apocryphon]* belongs...to* the* genre* represented* by*
Jubilees,* Josephus’* Antiquities,* PseudoaPhilo’s* Liber( Antiquitatum(
*
10*Bernstein*2005,*195a6;*this*important*observation*recurs*below.*
11* Brooke* 2010* has* recently* argued* that,* before* considering*Rewritten*Bible,* the*
range*of*compositions*of*which* it* forms*a*part*should*be*examined,*and* this*makes*
sense* as* one* way* of* approaching* the* subject.* * But* it* should* not* preclude* the*
complementary* approach* that* begins* with* Rewritten* Bible* and* moves* outwards* to*
other* materials,* especially* if* Rewritten* Bible* dovetails* with* more* than* one* larger*
literary*body.**Indeed,*Zahn*(2011,115)*offers*the*picture*of*a*Venn*diagram*in*which*a*
given*Rewritten*Bible* text* (e.g.* Jubilees)* can*be* located*at* “the* intersection*of* all* the*
different* categories* in*which* it* participates”* (narrative,* “paraaGenesis,”* apocalypse,*
pseudepigraph,* and* Scripture* in* Jubilees’* case).* * This* study* will* highlight* in* due*




Biblicorum;* i.e.*writings* in*which* scriptural* narrative* and*midrashic*
developments*are*amalgamated*to*form*a*‘rewritten*bible’.13**
However,* since* it* is* Philip* Alexander* and* Moshe* Bernstein* who*
have* argued* this* approach* most* fully,* their* positions* must* be*
reviewed* before* evaluating* Rewritten* Bible’s* efficacy* as* a* generic*
designation.14*
A(Rewritten(Bible(Genre(
In* his* classic* 1988* study,* Alexander* addressed* confusion* around*
Rewritten*Bible*at*that*time*by*isolating*its*chief*characteristics*as*he*
saw* them* through* consideration* of* four* primary* texts:* Jubilees,* the*
Genesis(Apocryphon,*PseudoaPhilo,*and*Ant.* 1a11.* *By*examining* the*
relationship* between* several* passages* and* their*Vorlagen* (Jub.* 8:10a
10:35/Gen* 10:1a11:19;* Jub.* 33:1a20/Gen* 35:22;* 1QapGen* 20:33a
22:26/Gen* 13:1a14:24;*LAB* 39:1a40:9/Judg* 10:17a12:7;* and*Ant.* 1.222a
23/Gen*22:1a19),*more*particularly,*Alexander*produced*a*list*of*nine*
traits:15**
(a)* Rewritten* Bible* texts* are* narratives,* which* follow* a* sequential,*
chronological*order…*
(b)* They* are…freeastanding* compositions*which* replicate* the* forms*
of*the*biblical*books*…*
(c)* …these* texts* are* not* intended* to* replace,* or* to* supersede* the*
Bible…*
(d)* Rewritten* Bible* texts* cover* a* substantial* portion* of* the*










this* approach* (e.g.* Bernstein* 2005,* 178a9;* Petersen* 2007,* 292)* because* he* employs*
Rewritten*Bible*for*several*genres.**However,*though*it*goes*unnamed,*one*of*them–
“running* paraphrases* of* longer* and* shorter* parts* of* the* Bile,* often* with* lengthy*












These* shared* characteristics* convinced* Alexander* that* Rewritten*
Bible*constitutes*a*genre,*and*his*influential*list*still*acts*as*a*startinga
point*for*discussion.16**It*must*be*admitted,*however,*that*these*traits*
now* seem* at* least* partially* problematic.* * In* addition* to* narrative*
Rewritten*Bible*works*(trait*a),* for*example,* legal*compositions* like*
the* Temple( Scroll* arguably* exhibit* equivalent* characteristics,* as* we*
shall*see.**While*the*Vorlage’s*sequence*of*material*remains*dominant*
(a,*e),*there*is*always*minor17*and*sometimes*major18*departure*from*
it.* * Similarly,* the* derived* work’s* form* is* not* always* that* of* its*
antecedent* (b),19* and* the* question* of* replacement* is*more* complex*
than*Alexander*allows*(c).20**Even*the*requirement*that*a*substantial*
portion* of* a* Vorlage* be* rewritten* (d)* leaves* open* what* counts* as*
substantial.* *And*other* traits* (f,*g,*h,* i)*are*not*unique* to*Rewritten*
Bible.21*
Nevertheless,*Alexander’s*analysis*leaves*little*doubt*as*to*what*a*
Rewritten*Bible* text* is:*an* intense* rewriting*of*a* sizeable*portion*of*
biblical* text* to* which* the* former* remains* closely* attached* in* a*
“centripetal”*relationship*(trait*d).* *Jubilees,* for* instance,* though*fola
lowing* its* antecedent*with* varying*degrees* of* expansion,* addition,*
or*omission,* remains*closely*keyed*to* its*Vorlage( throughout.* *Since*
demonstrating* this* without* quoting* swathes* of* primary* material–
something* impossible* in* a* short* study* like* this–is* difficult,* the*
following*table*must*suffice:*
* Genesis/Exodus( Content( Jubilees(
* Gen*1a5* primeval*history* 2a4*













* 12a25* Abraham*cycle* 11a23*
* 26a50* Jacob*and*his*descendents* 24a45*
* Exod*1a16* figure*of*Moses* 46a50*
At* the* same* time,* Jubilees* is*not* simply*another* edition*of*Gen*1:1a
Exod* 16:1* but* a* new* literary* entity* in* its* own* right.* * Through* this*
and* his* other* examples,* therefore,* Alexander* maintains* that* there*





Vermes* “share* a* certain* scope* and* comprehensiveness”22* in* their*
aggadic* development* of* biblical* material.* * The* genre* is* best*
understood*narrowly,*in*other*words,*as*comprising*works*in*which*
a* significant*portion*of* text* is* interpretatively* rewritten*but* largely*
retains*the*antecedent’s*sequence*and*structure.**As*with*Alexander,*
Bernstein* gives* Rewritten* Bible* a* clarity* that* distinguishes* it* from*
other* exegesis,* adding* to* narrative* Rewritten* Bible* only* 4QRea
worked* Pentateucha23* and* 4QApocryphon* of* Joshuaaae* among*
recently* published* Qumran* texts.24* * He* does,* though,* as* hinted*
earlier,*make*one*major*adaptation*by*allowing*that*the*Temple(Scroll*
is* the* legal* equivalent* of* narrative* Rewritten* Bible:* the* latter’s*
“rearrangements,* harmonizations,* and* interpretative* additions”* are*





23* Bernstein* views* 4QReworked* Pentateucha* as* “substantially* different*
generically”* (2005:* 181)* from* 4QReworked* Penateuchbae* and* consequently* considers*
the*former*alone*to*be*Rewritten*Bible*(2005,*181a2,*196a7).**See*further*below*note*93.*
24* Bernstein* also* describes* 1a2* Chronicles* as* “certainly* an* example* of* rewritten*
Bible”*(2005,*173,*note*4)*according*to*Vermes’*criteria.**But*Vermes*(1979,*326),*as*well*




including* the* Palestinian* Targums* and*Ant.* 1a11,* of* course,* Vermes* 1961* implicitly*
incorporated* legal*material* too.* * Yet,* Bernstein* 2005,* 174a5* excludes* the* Palestinian*
Targums*on*the*grounds*that*no*translation*can*belong*to*the*Rewritten*Bible*genre,*




Bernstein* laments* that* many* have,* in* contrast,* abandoned* this*
precise* understanding* by* moving* in* one* of* two* unsatisfactory*





among* others;* he* also* points* to* a* study* by* George* Brooke* who,*
though*defining*Rewritten*Bible*constructively,28*proceeds*to*include*
recently* published* Qumran* compositions–4QDiscourse* on* the*
Exodus/Conquest* Tradition* (4Q374),* 4QPseudoaEzekielaae* (4Q385,*
385bac,* 386,* 388,* 391),* 4QNonacanonical* Psalms* AaB* (4Q380a1)*
among*others–with*a*much*looser*relationship*to*their*antecedents.29**
Turning* Rewritten* Bible* “into* an* excessively* vague* allaencoma
passing* term”30* in* this* manner,* Bernstein* maintains,* reduces* our*
capacity*to*distinguish*between*different*kinds*of*dependence*on*the*
Bible,* of* which* Rewritten* Bible,* properly* understood,* is* only* one.**
Compositions*which*do*not*rewrite*the*Bible*so*much*as*take*biblical*
events* or* characters* as* the* springboard* for* new* literary* creations*
(e.g.*1(Enoch,*4QPseudoaEzekielaae*[4Q385a6,*385b,*388]),*for*instance,*
are* better* termed* parabiblical(works.31* * The* second* departure* from*
Vermes*goes*in*the*opposite*direction,*restricting*Rewritten*Bible*to*
texts* like* the* preaSamaritan* Pentateuch* and* Reworked( Pentateuch(
manuscripts.32* * Bernstein’s* objection* here* is* that* bringing* together*
compositions* with* such* “limited* additions,* omissions* and* slight*
changes”33*achieves*little,*for*these*minor*alterations*merely*produce*
fresh* editions* of* existing* works* and* are* best* referred* to* as* revised(





28*Bernstein* 2005,* 186*quotes*Brooke*2000,* 778* as* follows:* “Rewritten*Bible* texts*
are*those*which*follow*closely*their*scriptural*base*text*and*which*clearly*display*an*











more* sharply* defined* and* of* greater* heuristic* value* than* the* nona
generic*alternatives*he*critiques.*
Problems(with(a(Generic(Definition(
Alexander* and* Bernstein* have* certainly* contributed* much* to* the*
Rewritten*Bible*debate,* not* least* by* insisting,* like*Vermes,* that* the*
works* concerned* must* interpretatively* rewrite* their* Vorlagen* in* a*
substantial*and*sustained*manner.**Their*number*is*small,*therefore,*
even*after*the*full*publication*of*Qumran*manuscripts,*for*Rewritten*
Bible* thus* understood* is* distinct* from* other* types* of* literature,*
including,* not* only* what* Bernstein* calls* revised* Bible* and*
parabiblical*works,* but* also* lemmaastyle* commentary.35* * All* of* the*
latter* entail* rewriting* the* Bible* in* the* broadest* sense.* * But* as*
Bernstein* emphasizes,* the* academy* is* better* served* when* our*
language*makes*sharper*distinctions*than*that:*“the*more*specific*the*
implications* of* the* term,* the* more* valuable* it* is* as* a* measuring*
device.”36* * Yet,* several* factors* arguably* render* it* unsatisfactory* to*
think*of*Rewritten*Bible*specifically*in*generic*terms.*
First,*Alexander’s*nine*traits*set*up*a*circular*argument*in*which*
preaselected*works*determine* the*genre’s* characteristics;* a*different*
selection* yields* different* results.37* * That* is* borne* out* by* Susan*
Docherty’s*recent*study*in*which*she*maintains*that,*since*Joseph(and(
Aseneth* reflects* eight* traits* (aac,* eai),* the* ninth* (d)* should* be*






First,* there* is* the* idea* that* no* single* text* will* ever* contain* all* the*











But* it* is* doubtful* that* we* possess* the* “literary* competence”40* to*
recognize* late* Second* Temple* genres* with* the* sophistication*
necessary* to* render* such* an* approach* fruitful.* * Ancient* Jewish*
authors,* after* all,* unlike* their* GraecoaRoman* counterparts,* do* not*
address* such* questions.41* * And* surviving* literature* is* necessarily*
partial*and,*as*far*as*Qumran*manuscripts*are*concerned,*frequently*
damaged*at* the* crucial* incipit.* * Even*what* can*be*gleaned*of* likely*
late*Second*Temple*attitudes*suggests*a*weak*sense*of*genre,*at*least*
regarding*Scripture.42*
Second,* in*contrast* to* Jubilees*or*Ant.* 1a11,*which*can*be*seen*as*
Rewritten* Bible* in* their* entirety,* it* is* important* to* take* account* of*
compositions*with*only*a*portion*of*Rewritten*Bible.* * For* example,*
assuming*that*4QReworked*Pentateuchaae*represent*copies*of*either*a*
single*work*or* similar*but*not* identical*pieces,*we* find*nonetheless*
that* only* 4QReworked* Pentateucha* reflects* the* rewritten* phenoa
menon* identified* by* Vermes,* Alexander,* and* Bernstein,* whereas*
4QReworked* Pentateuchbae* merely* exhibit* minor* revisions.43**
Similarly,* 4QGenesis* Commentary* A* 1* 1:1a2:5a* constitutes* a*
rewritten* version* of* Gen* 6:3a8:18,* though* elsewhere* this* work*
contains* other* types* of* material,* including* explicit* exegesis*
containing*pesher*and*pronominal*interpretation*formulae.44* *Insofar*
as*genre,*strictly*speaking,*pertains*to*whole*works,*these*Rewritten*
Bible* units* within* compositions* that* overall* do* not* qualify* as*
Rewritten*Bible*undermine*the*existence*of*a*specific*Rewritten*Bible*
genre.45*
Third* comes* the* diversity* of* works* normally* included,* even*
when* Rewritten* Bible* is* defined* rigorously,* for,* as* Daniel*
Harrington* observed* twentyafive* years* ago,46* * variations* in* form,*
subject*matter,*style,*and*theological*emphases*in*Jubliees,*the*Temple(
Scroll,*4QApocryphon*of*Joshua,*4QReworked*Pentateucha,*Pseudoa
Philo,* and*Ant.* 1a11* preclude* viewing* them* as* generically* unified.**
Even* if,* in* contrast* to* older* scholarship,*we*highlight* function* and*













1a11,* presenting* itself* as* a* nonascriptural* retelling* of* the* scriptural*
story* contemporary* with* author* and* audience.* * In* Harrington’s*
words:48**
...it* is* tempting* to* place* all* these* books...under* the* broad* literary*
genre* of* ‘Rewritten* Bible,’* but* unfortunately* the* diversity* and*
complexity*of*the*materials*will*not*allow*it.**
If* the* scope* of* the* word* genre* is* enlarged* to* accommodate* such*
diversity,* we* end* up* with* a* generic* catchaall* of* limited* heuristic*
value.49*
A*fourth*factor*concerns*Bernstein’s*recent*related*argument*that*
the* best* way* to* avoid* a* similarly* overaloose* understanding* of*
Rewritten*Bible* itself* is* to*view*it*precisely*as*a*genre–not*a* textual*
process*which* is* the*main* alternative* and*which,* for* Bernstein,* as*
noted,* inevitably* entails* an*allaencompassing*vagueness.50* *There* is*
no* doubt* that* some* opting* for* that* alternative* employ* an*
unhelpfully* broad* notion* of* Rewritten* Bible.* * Thus,* Brooke* in* one*
study,* as* noted* earlier,* includes* compositions* that* loosely*
supplement*their*antecedents*rather*than*rewrite*them.51**But*seeing*
Rewritten* Bible* as* the* name* for* a* textual* process* does* not* per( se*
require* one* to* treat* it* in* that*manner.* *We* shall* look*more* closely*




and* Bernstein* into* the* Rewritten* Bible* debate* that* originated*with*
Vermes.* * But* their* use* of* the* term* specifically* as* a* generic* label*
remains* problematic* for* the* reasons* given.* * Fortunately,* a* generic*
understanding*may*well*be*unnecessary*for*ensuring*that*Rewritten*
Bible* is* tightly* defined* and* heuristically* valuable.* * We* shall* turn,*




49*Zahn*2011,115,* like*Brooke*2010,*341a2,* recommends*drawing*on*genre* theory*
for*a*more*nuanced*approach*to*this*diversity.**But*the*Venn*diagram*she*offers*as*a*








Scripture* is* a* better* label* than* Rewritten* Bible,* for* an* additional*
problem* with* Rewritten* Bible,* regardless* of* whether* it* denotes* a*
genre,* is* its* inherent* twofold* assumption* that* late* Second* Temple*
Jews* had* a* Bible* and* that* no* Rewritten* Bible*work*was* part* of* it.**
When* Vermes* introduced* the* designation,* it* was* natural* to*
distinguish* between* the* Bible* and* nonacanonical* rewritings* of*
biblical*material*because*he*assumed,*like*most*at*the*time,*that*late*
Second*Temple*Jews*possessed*a*canon*akin*to*the*Rabbinic*Bible.52**
Compositions* like* Jubilees* and* Ant.* 1a11,* in* other* words,* were*
defined*as*much*by*the*fact*that*they*stand*outside*a*canon*as*by*the*
fact* that* they* constitute* rewritings* thereof.* * The* same* clearacut*
distinction*between*Bible*and*Rewritten*Bible*is*taken*for*granted*by*
Alexander53* and* has* recently* been* asserted* by* Bernstein.54* * The*
appellation* Rewritten* Bible* thus* employed* clearly* “implies*
something…secondary* in* authority”55* to* the* canonical* books* being*
rewritten.*
Both* aspects* of* the* assumption,* however,* are* difficult* to*
maintain,* for,* as* observed* earlier,* many* since* the* 1980s* have*
concluded* that* late* Second* Temple* Jews* had* no* Bible* but* rather*
Scripture.56* * Early* proponents* held* that,* while* the* Pentateuch*was*
canonical,* other* writings* comprised* an* openaended* body* of*
purportedly* antique* prophetic* works* to* which* new* compositions*









[or*was* intended* to*be]*a*biblical* text,* then* it* is*not* rewritten*Bible”* (2005,* 175)*and*
that* “[o]ne*group’s* rewritten*Bible* could*very*well* be* another’s* biblical* text”* (2005,*
175),*as*though*Jubilees,*for*instance,*might*simultaneously*be*Bible*(and*therefore*not*







explains* well* various* facets* of* late* Second* Temple* evidence,*
including* the* publication* of* Enochic* material,* Jubilees,*
4QApocryphon* of* Joshuaaab,*Daniel,* and* other* texts*with* supposed*
links* to* ancient* scriptural*heroes,* as*well* as* the* acceptance*of* such*
materials*as*Scripture*in*exegetical*literature*from*the*period.**More*
generally,* it*means,* not* only* that* some*Scriptures*were* themselves*
rewritings*of*older* scriptural* sources,*but* also* that*precisely*which*
books*counted*as*the*Torah*and*Prophets*changed*over*time*within*
and*between* communities.58* * In* any* case,* the* lack* of* a* late* Second*
Temple* canon* is*now*widely*asserted,* as* is* the* suggestion* that* the*
terms*Bible*and*canon*should*give*way*to*Scripture*or*Scriptures.59*
Scripture(and(Rewritten(Scripture(
It*would* seem* to* follow* that*Rewritten( Scripture* is* a*more* accurate*
label* for* late*Second*Temple*works*hitherto* called*Rewritten*Bible,*
and*this*proposal*has*been*made*frequently*of*late.60**Indeed,*Anders*
Petersen*highlights*several*advantages*afforded*by*such*a*change:61*




Temple* Jews;* and* (iii)* the* new* term* renders* redundant* the* old*
distinction*between* innerabiblical*and*extraabiblical*exegesis* insofar*
as* the* interpretative* phenomenon* in* 1a2* Chronicles* visaàavis* its*
antecedents,* for* instance,* is* essentially* the* same* as* that* in* Jubilees*
visaàavis*its*Vorlagen.63**We*might*add*that*the*amended*appellation*
allows* for* the* possibility* that* rewritings* of* texts* outside* the* later*
*
58* Thus,* White* Crawford* 2008,* 9* holds* that* Esther* was* rejected* at* Qumran.**
Jubilees,* in* contrast,* almost* certainly* functioned* as* Scripture* for* the* community,*
although* Ulrich* 2003b,* 22* suggests* that* others* rejected* it* as* “obviously* wrong”*
because*of*its*promulgation*of*a*distinct*liturgical*calendar.*
59*For*instance,*Collins*2002,*55;*and*Trebolle*2006,*549.*
60* Thus,* Brooke* 2002,* 31a2;* Petersen* 2007,* 286a8;* VanderKam* 2002a,* 43;* White*
Crawford*2008,*6a7.*
61* Petersen* 2007,* 287a8;* among* these,* Petersen* (288)* suggests* somewhat*








Rabbinic* canon* might* qualify* as* Rewritten* Scripture* too.64* * Given*
such* factors,* recent* discussion* has* increasingly* accepted* that*
Scripture* and* Rewritten* Scripture* in* late* Second* Temple* Judaism*
were* intertwined* and,* more* particularly,* that* various* Rewritten*
Scriptures–including* Jubilees,* the* Temple( Scroll,* 4QApocryphon* of*
Joshuaaab,*and*1*Esdras–were*themselves*scriptural.65*
This* apparently* close* relationship* between* Scripture* and*
Rewritten* Scripture,* coupled* with* recent* publication* of* Qumran*
manuscripts* evincing* a* relatively* mild* reworking* of* their* antea
cedents,*has*led*to*the*inclusion*of*a*wider*range*of*materials*within*
Rewritten*Scripture*than*was*generally*the*case*for*Rewritten*Bible.**







Pentateuch* manuscripts67),* and* at* the* other* end* lie* materials* that*
embody* rewriting* so* substantial* that* new* compositions* are*
effectively* created* (e.g.* Temple( Scroll).* * The* first* two* types,* by*
constituting* new* editions* of* existing* scriptural* works,* presumably*
shared*their*antecedents’*scriptural*status;*compositions*in*the*third*
tend* to* make* claims* to* scriptural* authority* as* strong* as* their*




Now,* viewing* the* boundary* between* Scripture* and* Rewritten*
Scripture*as*porous*makes*sense*given*the*likely*lack*of*a*late*Second*
Temple*canon,*not* least*since* it*encourages*us* to* take*seriously* the*
scriptural* status* of,* say,* Jubilees.* Similarly,* envisaging* a* broad*
*
64*Thus,*Zahn*2011,*109a10*states:*“a*reworked*version*of*Genesis*or*Exodus*could*
be* labelled* ‘Rewritten*Scripture,’*but*so* too*could*a*reworked*version*of*1*Enoch*or*
Jubilees,*works*that*were*equally*considered*‘scriptural’*at*the*time.”*














the* likes* of* the* preaSamaritan* Pentateuch* and* 4QReworked* Pentaa
teuchbae,*on*the*one*hand,*and*the*fullyafledged*rewriting*evidenced*
in*Jubilees*and*the*Temple(Scroll*on*the*other.**If*that*difference*were*
solely* a* quantitative* one* pertaining* to* the* amount* of* rewriting*
involved,* there*would* be* good* reason* to* see* both* as*more* or* less*
intense*manifestations*of*the*same*thing.**However,*the*difference*is*
also* arguably* qualitative,* for* the* fullyafledged* rewriting* found* in*
Jubilees* and* the* Temple( Scroll* produces,* not* revisions* of* existing*
works,* but* new* compositions* with* significant* changes* to* their*
Vorlagen’s* scope* and* voice.69* * White* Crawford’s* spectrum* of*
rewriting*is*perhaps*better*viewed*as*a*continuum*of*different*sorts*
of* scribal* activity,* therefore,* ranging* from* precise* copying* at* one*
end,* through* revised* editions* of* existing* pieces* and* Vermesalike*





Second,* whereas* Rewritten* Bible* generally* implied,* however*
anachronistically,* nonabiblical* status,* Rewritten* Scripture* always*
requires*clarification*as*to*the*rewritten*entity’s*scriptural*status.**If*it*
includes* both* Jubilees* and* Ant.* 1a11,* in* other* words,* the* term*
necessitates*an*additional* innerascriptural/extraascriptural*exegetical*
distinction*analogous*to*the*old*innerabiblical/extraabiblical*one*that*
it* simultaneously* renders* redundant:* Jubilees* is* a* manifestation* of*
Rewritten*Scripture*that*itself*claims*scriptural*status*but*Ant.*1a11*is*
an* instance* where* that* is* clearly* not* so.71* * To* be* sure,* Rewritten*
Scripture’s*ambiguity*in*this*regard*would*be*merely*annoying*if*the*








work’s* status,* as* Molly* Zahn* has* recently* argued* is–or* at* least*
should*be–the*case.72***
Third,* however,* much* recent* Rewritten* Scripture* discussion* in*
practice* combines* the*Rewritten* and* Scripture* elements* of* the* prea
Samaritan*Pentateuch,*4QReworked*Pentateuchaae,* the*Temple(Scroll,*
and* Jubilees,* with* appeal* to* the* notion* of* a* continuum,* as* already*
noted,* on* which* both* Scriptures* and* Rewritten* Scriptures* appear*




embodied* in* the* preaSamaritan* Pentateuch* and* most* Rewritten(
Pentateuch*manuscripts,*as*well*as*to*fullyafledged*rewritings*like*the*
Temple(Scroll*and*Jubilees*making*new*scriptural*claims,*it*is*difficult*
to* see*how*such* suggestions* relate* to* rewritten*works* like*Pseudoa
Philo* and* Ant.* 1a11.* * In* those* cases,* after* all,* the* relationship* to*
Scripture* is* not* particularly* reciprocal* and,* in* any* case,* the*
secondary*works* concerned* are* nonascriptural.74* *As* though* aware*
of* this* difficulty,* White* Crawford’s* recent* analysis* is* effectively*
restricted* to* pentateuchal* Qumran* compositions* with* a* direct* or*
indirect* scriptural* claim,* rendering* problematic* the* relationship* to*
her* spectrum* of* the* Genesis( Apocryphon,* for* instance.* * While* that*
work* obviously* belongs* with* Jubilees* and* the* Temple( Scroll* at* the*
most* intense* end* of* her* continuum,* White* Crawford* nonetheless*
states* that* it* falls* “only* peripherally* within* the* bounds* of* our*
definition”*of*Rewritten*Scripture*inasmuch*as*it*does*not*“claim*the*
authority* of* the* base* text.”75* We* see* here,* then,* the* conflation* of*
separate,*if*overlapping,*phenomena*that*cannot*easily*be*placed*on*
the* same* spectrum:* rewrittenness* and* scripturality.* * Molly* Zahn,*






authoritativeabutanotascriptural*works,* and*we*have* evidence* that* texts* in* the* latter*
group*were* rewritten*with* the* same*methods*and*purposes*as* scriptural* texts,* then*
the*suitability*of*the*term*“Rewritten*Scripture”*may*have*to*be*revisited.*
We shall return to the latter possibility presently. 
73*Brooke*2009,*25a7.*




observation* by* warning* against* eliding* the* issue* of* literary*
dependency*(rewrittenness)*with*that*of*authority*(scripturality).76*
Summary(
In* the* context* of* late* Second* Temple* Judaism,* it* probably* makes*
sense*to*speak*of*Scripture*rather*than*canon,*and*it*certainly*makes*
sense* to* note* that* various* works–only* some* of* which* were*
themselves* scriptural–were* rewritings*of* scriptural* compositions* in*
a* narrowly*defined* sense.* * The*question*of* a* given* text’s* rewritten*
nature* is* of* a* different* order* to* whether* it* also* functioned* as*
Scripture,*therefore,*and,*more*importantly,*we*shall*see*below*that*
it* is* also*distinct* from*whether* its*Vorlage(had* scriptural* status.* * In*
other*words,*while*recent*discussion*of*Rewritten*Scripture*tends*to*
view* rewrittenness* and* scripturality* as* two* sides* of* the* same* coin,*
they* are* in* fact* distinguishable,* if* overlapping,* phenomena.* * Since*




Bible,* fails* to*provide* sufficiently*nuanced* terminology*with*which*
to* represent* accurately* the* complexity* of* the* primary* sources*
concerned,* especially* if* it* is* employed* simultaneously* to* denote*
revised* editions* (e.g.* preaSamaritan* Pentateuch),* substantial*
rewritings* constituting* new* works* (PseudoaPhilo),* compositions*





Be* that* as* it* may,* let* us* now* turn* to* the* notion* that,* behind* the*
compositions* known* variously–and* unsatisfactorily–as* Rewritten*






“exegetical* process,”77* “kind* of* activity* or* process,”78* or* “textual*
strategy.”79**Apart*from*seeing*the*phenomenon*as*a*rather*indistinct*
“category*or*group”80*or*“general*umbrella* term,”81* this,* as*already*
noted,* is* the* main* alternative* to* viewing* it* generically.* * In* his*
original* study,* in* fact,* Vermes* described* Rewritten* Bible* as* an*
“exegetical*process.”82***
But* it* is* Daniel* Harrington’s* 1986* discussion* that* is* the* classic*
statement* of* this* approach.* * Like* Alexander,* he* wrote* before* the*








story.”83* * They* include* Jubilees,* the*Assumption( of(Moses,* the*Temple(
Scroll,* the*Genesis(Apocryphon,*PseudoaPhilo,*and*Ant.* 1a11.84* *Taken*




Bible* as* a* consequence* is* better* considered* to* reflect* a* “kind* of*
activity* or* process”86* in* which* the* underlying* biblical* book* is*
handled*in*a*particular*way,*with*the*secondary*rewritten*composia
tions* derived* from* it* crucially* taking* “the* flow* of* the* biblical* text*
itself”*as*“their*literary*framework.”87***
Despite* the*mismatch* between*Harrington’s* appeal* to* narrative*







82* Again,* Vermes* 1961,* 95.* * As* Petersen* 2007,* 289a91* notes,* Vermes* oscillates*
between*Rewritten*Bible*as*an*exegetical*process*and*a*generic*classification.*
83*Harrington*1986,*239.*








clear* that* his* description* echoes* much* of* what* those* arguing* for*
Rewritten* Bible* as* a* genre* have* asserted* regarding* its* core*
characteristics.* *More* to* the*point,*pace* both*Bernstein* as*described*
above* and* others,88* Harrington* appears* not* to* include* 1( Enoch,*
various* unspecified* Qumran* writings,* 4( Ezra,* 2( Baruch,* and* Philo*
within*Rewritten*Bible.**While*he*does*admittedly*state*at*the*outset*
of* his* essay* that* distinguishing* the* latter* compositions* from*
Rewritten*Bible*works*is*somewhat*artificial,*he*nonetheless*goes*on*
to* exclude* them* from* the* remainder* of* the*discussion,* presumably*
because* in* those* cases* the* underlying* biblical* narrative* does* not*
form* the* basis* for* the* derived* work’s* structure* and* flow* in* the*
manner* required.89* Contrary* to* common* perception,* therefore,*
Harrington*does*not*adopt*a* loose*definition*of*Rewritten*Bible*but*
rather* treats* it* as* a* circumscribed* textual* process.* * The* case* he*






not* that* different* to* what* Alexander* and* Bernstein* say* lies* at* the*





the* latter,* and* despite* the* fact* that* the* derived* work* exists* as* a*
discrete*text*in*its*own*right.* *Some*compositions*can*be*deemed*to*
be*the*result*of*such*a*textual*process,*while*others*cannot.*
If* so,* nothing* substantive*would* appear* to* be* lost* in* holding* a*
textual*process,*not*a*genre,*to*be*constitutive*of*the*works*known*as*
Rewritten* Bible–or,* more* recently,* Rewritten* Scripture–as* long* as*
that*process*is*carefully*defined.**Where*it*is,*then,*despite*the*fears*
of* Bernstein* noted* earlier,* compositions*merely* taking* a* scriptural*
*
88*See*above*pages*54a5,*as*well*as*Docherty*2004,*48*and*Petersen*2007,*293.***
89*Harrington* 1986,* 239.* * Though* it* is* possible* to* read*Harrington’s*words* here*
differently,*his*cautious*attitude*towards*the*Paralipomena(of(Jeremiah,*Life(of(Adam(and(
Eve,* and*Ascension( of( Isaiah–all*documents* arguably* less*difficult* to* assimilate* to*his*
understanding* of* Rewritten* Bible* than* 1( Enoch,* 4( Ezra,* 2( Baruch,* or* Philo–suggests*
otherwise;*see*again*note*84.*
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figure* or* event* as* the* springboard* for* a* new* work* (e.g.* 1( Enoch,*
Tobit)* do* not* constitute* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture.**
Neither,* we* might* add,* do* materials* that* simply* summarize*
selectively* the* broad* sweep* of* all* or* part* of* the* scriptural* story,*
creating* a* pastiche* of* scriptural* language* and* ideas* in* the* process*
(e.g.* CD* 2a3,* Acts* 7).90* Likewise,* from* this* perspective,* the*
reworkings* created* through* relatively* minor* rearrangements* and*
additions* of* the* sort* found* in* the* preaSamaritan* Pentateuch* and*
most* Reworked( Pentateuch* manuscripts* do* not* count* as* Rewritten*
Bible/Rewritten*Scripture,*for*the*new*editions*of*existing*works*that*
result*are*qualitatively,*not*just*quantitatively,*different*from*what*is*
found* in* the* likes* of* Jubilees* or* Ant.* 1a11.* * Similarly,* the* textual*
process*underlying*Rewritten*Bible/Rewritten*Scripture*understood*
in* this* way* is* quite* distinct* from* the* lemmaastyle* commentary*
familiar*from*the*soacalled*Pesharim,*Philo,*and*Rabbinic*midrash.*
To* get* the* most* out* of* the* concept* behind* the* term* Rewritten*





where* Josephus* rewrites*Gen* 22:1a19,* omitting*details* here,* eliding*
others* there,* filling* in* lacunae,* and* solving*problems,* all* the*while*
retaining* his*Vorlage’s* basic* structure* and* flow.91* * The* closeness* of*
that* relationship* is* even* more* evident* when* a* larger* portion* of*
material–Gen*22:1a25:11*in*Ant.*1.222a256–is*held*in*view:92*
( Genesis( Content( Antiquities(
* 22.1a19* nearasacrifice*of*Isaac* 1.222a236*
* 22.20a4* descendents*of*Nahor* 1.153*
* 23.1a20* Sarah’s*death*and*burial* 1.237*
* 24.1a67* marriage*of*Isaac*&*Rebecca* 1.242a55*
* 25.1a6* Abraham,*Keturah*and*their*offspring* 1.238a41*
* 25.7a11* death*&*burial*of*Abraham* 1.256*
It* is*equally*clear*that*Ant.*1.222a256*is*no*mere*new*edition*of*Gen*








The* above* state* of* affairs,* if* an* accurate* description* of* the*matter,*
may* allow* us* to* provide* additional* clarity* on* several* contentious*
issues.* * The* first* concerns* portions* of* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten*
Scripture*in*compositions*that*are*predominantly*something*else,*for*
giving* up* a* generic* approach* means* that* it* can* be* more*
straightforwardly*acknowledged* that*part*of* a*work* can* reflect* the*
textual*process*concerned*just*as*much*as*a*whole*composition.**We*
saw* this* above,* for* instance,* visaàavis* 4QGenesis* Commentary*A* 1*
1:1a2:5a* and* its* rewriting* of*Gen* 6:3a8:18.* * Similarly,* the* content* of*
4QReworked* Pentateucha* appears* to* be* another* example* of* the*
Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture* textual* process,* unlike*
4QReworked*Pentateuchbae*with*which* that*manuscript* is* normally*
associated.**But*this*does*not*in*itself*constitute*grounds*for*deeming*
the* former* a* separate* composition* unconnected* to* the* latter,* as*
Bernstein*and*Segal*have*unconvincingly*argued.93***
A* second* issue* pertains* to* how* much* of* a* Vorlage* must* be*
rewritten* for* the* end* result* to* count* as* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten*
Scripture* inasmuch* as* those* adopting* a* generic* approach* are*
reluctant*to*accept*that*the*rewriting*of*a*small*work*or*short*section*
of* a* longer* one* constitutes* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture.94**
Yet,*where*a* textual*process* is* to* the*fore,*a*composition* like* Joseph(
and(Aseneth*can*be*seen*as*an*example*of*Rewritten*Bible/Rewritten*
Scripture.* * This* is* not* because* it* reflects* the* required* number* of*
generic*traits,*as*Docherty*proposes,*but*because*it*forms*an*intense*
rewriting* of* Gen* 41a49* that* remains* more* closely* keyed* to* that*
Vorlage* than* has* generally* been* recognised,* as* Docherty* also*
maintains.95* * We* can* see* in* the* Testament( of( Moses,* similarly,* a*
relatively* small* block* of* material* (Deut* 31a34)* that* has* been*
rewritten*through*the*textual*process*described*earlier:96*
The* basic* outline* of* the* Testament* of*Moses* follows* the* pattern* of*
those* chapters* [Deut* 31a34]* to* such* an* extent* that* the*Testament* of*
Moses*may*be*considered*a*virtual*rewriting*of*them.*
Hence,*as* long*as* there* is*sufficient*material* in* the*secondary*work*








Bible/Rewritten* Scripture* has* taken* place,* there* is* no* reason* to*
withhold*the*label*from*it.*
Third,* we* noted* above* a* tendency* in* much* discussion* of* the*





and*Ant.* 1a11.* * The* most* sensible* approach* would* seem* to* be* to*
allow*that,*as*long*as*the*markers*of*the*relevant*textual*process*are*





of* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture* is* to* reserve* it* for* those*
compositions*and*partacompositions*among*the*array*of*late*Second*
Temple* literature* dependent* on* Scripture* that* have* the* distinct*
relationship*to*their*scriptural*Vorlagen*described*above.**Indeed,*if*a*
common* thread* emerges* from* key* studies* over* the* years,* from*
Vermes’* original* analysis* of* Rewritten* Bible* to* more* recent*
discussion*of*Rewritten*Scripture,*it*is*arguably*the*recognition*that*
a* relatively* small* number* of* sources* exhibit* a* particular* kind* of*
circumscribed* textual* process.* * In* that* process,* the*Vorlage* remains*
dominant* for* the* secondary* piece’s* structure* and* flow,* while* the*
derived*work*is*no*mere*revised*edition*of*its*predecessor*but*a*new*
distinct* composition.* * The* temptation* to* include* minor* revisions*
producing* new* editions* of* existing* texts,* though* understandable*
given* the* scholarly* focus* on* the*wealth* of*Qumran*data*published*
since* 1991,* should* be* resisted.* * And* the* opposite* tendency* to*
subsume*within*Rewritten*Bible/Rewritten*Scripture*what*Bernstein*
and* others* call* parabiblical* texts,* compositions* that* do* not* exhibit*





Nonetheless,* despite* the* summary* above,* we* are* still* left* with*
nomenclature* to* denote* the* textual* process* of* Rewritten*
Bible/Rewritten* Scripture* that* is* unsatisfactory* for* the* reasons*
already*given.**If,*as*observed*on*several*occasions,*our*terminology*
should*as* far*as*possible*accurately*reflect* the*underlying*historical*
and* literary* realia,* that* ought* not* to* be* the* end* of* the* matter.**
Consequently,*we*shall*now*return* to* the*proposal* to* separate* two*
issues–scripturality* and* rewrittenness–that* have* been* largely*
intertwined* in* the* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture* debate*
hitherto.**The*hope*is*that,*by*focusing*on*rewriting*and*thus*casting*
our*net*more*widely,*we*may*throw*additional*light*on*the*rewriting*
phenomenon,* for* the* textual*process*described* in* the* last* section* is*
evident* in*other* late*Second*Temple*writings* that*generally* feature*
only*on*the*periphery*of*scholarly*discussion,*if*at*all.97*
Revised(Editions(of(nonAScriptural(Works(
Before* considering* several* examples,* however,* it* is* worth* pausing*
first*to*note*that*it*is*not*hard*to*find*nonascriptural*parallels*to*those*
works*recently–but,* if*our*earlier*argument*was*valid,*unhelpfully–
placed* by* some* scholars* at* the* less* intense* end* of* a* spectrum* of*
Rewritten*Scripture.**Thus,*the*publication*of*previously*unavailable*
Cave* 4* material* in* recent* decades* has* demonstrated* that* several*
Qumran* sectarian* compositions* underwent* a* process* of* revision,*
including* the* Damascus( Document* (CD,* 4QDaah,* 5QD,* 6QD),* War(
Scroll* (1QM,* 4QMaag),* and* Community( Rule* (1QS,* 4QSaaj,* 5QS).98**
Although*the*incomplete*nature*of*the*evidence*precludes*certainty,*
variations* between* Cave* 1* and* Cave* 4* versions* of* the* Community(











and* Bernstein* visaàavis* 4QReworked* Pentateuchbae* and* similar*
materials* can*be*parallelled* in*Ecclesiasticus* and*Qumran* sectarian*
works–even*though,*however*authoritative*they*were*in*other*ways,*
neither* the* latter* nor* their* antecedents* constituted* Scripture* in* late*
Second* Temple* times.101* * This* is* all* largely* stating* the* obvious,* of*
course.* * But* by* way* of* analogy* to* what* follows,* it* is* worth*
highlighting* that* the* scribal* activity* that*produced* revised* editions*
of* scriptural* books* was* commonly* practiced* in* relation* to* nonA
scriptural*compositions*as*well.102*
NonAScriptural(Works(Rewritten(
In*view*of* the*above,* indeed,* it*will*be*no* surprise* to* find* that* the*
fullyafledged* textual* process* of* rewriting* is* likewise* evidenced*
widely.* * However,* because* this* factor* has* been* neglected* in* the*
Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture* debate* hitherto,* as* mentioned,*
we*shall*look*at*several*examples.***
We*may* turn* first* to* the* rewriting*of* the*Letter( of(Aristeas* and*1*
Maccabees*in*Ant.*12a13,*for*Josephus*handles*these*compositions*in*
the* same* way* that* he* treats* scriptural* material* in* Ant.* 1a11.**
Notwithstanding*omissions,*adjustments,*expansions,*and*additions*
enabling* Josephus* to* make* the* endaresult* comport* with* his* own*
outlook*and*purpose,* these*base* texts*are* interpretatively* rewritten*
in*Ant.*12a13*with*their*structure*and*flow*remaining*dominant.**The*
Letter( of( Aristeas* is* paraphrased* in*Ant.* 12.1a118,* for* instance,*with*
assorted* minor* and* major* changes.103* * And* Josephus* depends*
primarily*on*1*Mac*1:14a13:42*for*his*account*of*the*middle*decades*
of* the* second* century* BCE* in* Ant.* 12.241a13.214,* omitting* some*
material,* expanding* other* parts,* rearranging,* and* inserting*
extraneous* traditions* as* needed.104* * Although* it* is* difficult* to*
demonstrate* this* adequately* without* citing* swathes* of* primary*















Here* and* elsewhere* in* Ant.( 12a22,* the* sources* employed* are* not*
Scripture,* for* “books* like* 1* and* 2* Maccabees* are* later* and*
separate”105* nonascriptural* entities* for* Josephus.* * Nonetheless,* his*
handling*of* the*Letter( of(Aristeas* and*1*Maccabees* is*no*different* to*
his*treatment*of*scriptural*sources*in*Ant.(*1a11:*Josephus*“continues*
his* narrative* to* the* present* [in*Ant.( 12a22]* treating* books* such* as*
PseudoaAristeas* and* 1* Maccabees* the* same* way* that* he* treats*
biblical*material.”106**
Another* example* is* 4( Maccabees* 5a17,* where* the* gruesomely*
detailed* account* of* the* martyrdom* of* seven* brothers* and* their*
mother,*probably*penned* in* the* late* first* century*BCE*or*early* first*
century* CE,* constitutes* a* thorough* reworking* of* the* briefer* and*
older* story* in* 2* Maccabees* 3a7.107* Although* many* of* the* latter’s*
details* have* been* altered* in* the* former,* and* notwithstanding* 4(
Macccabees’* distinct* philosophical* style,* it* is* clear* that* 4( Maccabees*
follows*the*sequence*and*structure*of*2*Maccabees,*as*the*following*
arrangement*shows:108*
* 2(Maccabees( Content( 4*Maccabees(
* 3.1a3* Conditions*under*Seleucus*IV* 3.20a1*
* 3.4a40* Temple*treasury*attacked* 4.1a14*
* 4.7a10* Hellenizing*reforms* 4.15a20*
* 5.1a26* Occupation*of*Jerusalem* 4.21a3*
* 6.1a11* Judaism*suppressed* 4.24a6*
* 6.18a31* Eleazar’s*martyrdom* 5.1a6.30*
* 7.1a40* Seven*brothers’*martyrdom* 8.1a14.10*
* 7.41* Mother’s*martyrdom* 14.11a17.1*
Further*examination*demonstrates*at*the*same*time*that*the*writer*of*
4(Maccabees:*109**
conflates* characters* and* developments* in* order* to* state* more*
concisely* episodes* that* are* of* secondary* importance* to* his* oration*








and* embellishing* that* part* of* the* story* that* is*most* germane* to* his*
topic*(thus*he*expands*on*2*Macc*6:18a7:42).*
While* there* is* a* close* relationship* between* 2* Maccabees* and* 4(
Maccabees*throughout*most*of*the*latter,*in*other*words,*4(Maccabees’*
author* abbreviates,* expands,* and* supplements* his* main* source*
according*to*his*own*outlook*and*purpose.110**
Lastly,* it* is*worth* looking*briefly* at* two*New*Testament* books,*
Matthew* and* Luke,* both* of* which,* it* is* widely* believed,* indea
pendently* used* Mark* so* that* the* latter’s* content* and* structure*




Matthew* thus* adds* infancy* narratives* (Mat* 1a2),* five* sections* of*
distinctive* teaching* (Mat* 5a7,* 10,* 13,* 18,* 24a5),* and* resurrection*
appearances* (Mat* 28).* * As* with*Mark,* nonetheless,* Jesus’* Galilean*
ministry*comes*to*an*end*with*Peter’s*confession*(Mat*16:16a19//Mk*
8:29a30),* and* the*whole* story* then* climaxes* in* Jesus’* final*week* in*
Jerusalem*(Mat*21a27//Mk*11a15).**In*a*similar*way,*though*drawing*
on* a* smaller* proportion* of* Mark,* Luke* follows* the* latter,* adding*




In*all* these*cases,*we*see*a* rewriting* in*which*a*Vorlage* remains*
constitutive* for* the* rewritten* entity,* though* the* derived* work*
constitutes* a* new* composition,* not* a* * revised* edition* of* its*
predecessor,*and*though*we*can*be*confident*that*neither*Vorlage*nor*
secondary* work* were* scriptural* for* author* or* original* audience.113**
Apart* from*the* latter* factor,*more*particularly,*we*can*also*see* that(
Ant.* 12a13,*4(Maccabees,*Matthew,* and*Luke* seem* indistinguishable*
in* terms* of* the* intense* rewriting* they* exhibit* when* compared* to*







113* The* Synoptic* Gospels,* though* later* assuming* scriptural* and* eventually*









to* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture* works,* where* analysis* is*
predominantly*expressed*precisely*in*terms*of*rewriting.* *There*are*
exceptions,*of*course.* * In*one*study*of*Mark* in*Matthew*and*Luke,*
for* example,*Gerald*Downing* speaks* of* sources* and* redaction,*not(
just( for* the* relationship*between* the*Synoptic*Gospels*and,*by*way*
of* comparison,* for* the* Letter( of( Aristeas* in* Ant.* 12,* but( also* when*
appealing* to* Joshua/Judges* in* Ant.* 5* as* a* further* comparison.114**
Upon* reflection,* indeed,* rewriting* of* the* narrowly* defined* sort*
described* immediately*above*and*in* the*preceding*section* is(a*type*




late* Second* Temple* phenomenon* than* is* normally* acknowledged.**
Furthermore,* since* the* range* of* literature* evincing* such* a* textual*
process*extends*beyond*works*with*a*scriptural*Vorlage,*as*so*much*
of* the* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture* debate* hitherto* fails* to*
acknowledge,* the* suitability* of* the* amended* label* Rewritten*
Scripture* is* arguably* as* doubtful* as* that* of* the* more* obviously*
anachronistic*Rewritten*Bible.115**
Summary(
One* important* procedure* by* which* late* Second* Temple* scribes*
regularly* expanded* the* “longaduration* texts”116* they* received* and*
passed*on*was*through*a*circumscribed*textual*process*of*rewriting.**











featured* prominently* in* the* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture*














Rewritten* Bible* is* unsatisfactory* as* a* generic* designation,* for* the*
diversity*of*works*usually*included,*even*on*a*narrow*definition,*is*
too*wide*to*constitute*a*meaningful*genre*given*our*current*limited*
grasp* of* the* literary* culture* of* late* Second* Temple* Jews.* *While* it*
might* nonetheless* be* thought* an* option* to* retain* the* term* to*
designate*the*narrowly*defined*textual*process*that*is*the*main*nona







That* factor* has* led* to* the* adoption* of* the* alternative* Rewritten*





an* overly* loose* label* of* little* heuristic* value.* * To* be* sure,* the*
narrower* definition* of* Rewritten* Scripture* as* a* textual* process,* by*
including* rewritings* of* scriptural* works* outside* the* later* Rabbinic*
Bible* and* by* encouraging* the* acknowledgement* that* some*
Scriptures* are* themselves* Rewritten* Scripture,* is* broad* in* scope*
compared* to* the* standard* remit* of* Rewritten* Bible.* * But* it* has* the*
advantage* of* allowing* us* to* dispense* with* a* certain* anachronistic*
innerabiblical/extraabiblical* exegetical* distinction.* * Nevertheless,*
even*as* the*name* for* a* carefully*defined* textual*process,*Rewritten*
Scripture* unhelpfully* forces* us* to* make* an* additional* inner/extraa
scriptural* exegetical* distinction* because* some* soacalled* Rewritten*
Scriptures* neither* claimed* nor* were* granted* their* Vorlagen’s*
scriptural* status.* * Since* the* academic* enterprise* is* best* served* by*
terminology* that* highlights* such* important* distinctions* within* the*
primary* sources,* rather* than* subsuming* them* in*a*pool*of*more*or*
less* undifferentiated* data,* Rewritten* Scripture* turns* out* to* be* not*
much*of*an*improvement*on*Rewritten*Bible.**
A(Textual(Process(
Still,* it* seems* safe* to* conclude* that* the* compositions* variously*
known*as*Rewritten*Bible*or*Rewritten*Scripture*are*best*viewed*as*
resulting* from* a* particular* sort* of* textual* process* or* exegetical*
strategy*in*which*rewritten*Composition*B*remains*closely*keyed*to*
antecedent*Composition*A.* *Although* the*works* concerned*do*not*
constitute*a*genre,*as*noted,*they*do*appear*to*be*manifestations*of*a*
type*of*scribal*activity*in*which*the*derived*work,*though*retaining*a*
centripetal* relationship* to* its* Vorlage,* nonetheless* constitutes* a*
distinct* composition* in* its* own* right.* * This* observation* reflects* a*
crucial* common*denominator*arguably* lying*at* the*heart*of* studies*
by* Vermes,* Harrington,* Alexander,* Bernstein,* and* others.* * It* is*
advisable,* as* a* result,* to* avoid* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture*
terminology* for* minor* revisions* found* in* the* likes* of* the* prea
Samaritan* Pentateuch* and* most* Reworked( Pentateuch* manuscripts*







the* Rewritten* and* Bible/Scripture* elements* in* the* Rewritten*
Bible/Rewritten* Scripture* appellation* as* mutually* dependent–as*
though* it*were* the* canonicity/scripturality* of* the* former*per( se( that*
uniquely* inspired* the* rewriting*evident* in* the* latter* and*as* though*
the* latter’s* rewritten* nature* were* inseparable* from* the* former’s*
canonical/scriptural*authority.**But*this*is*difficult*to*maintain*when*
we*broaden*our*horizon*beyond*the*limits*of*those*works*normally*
included* in* the* debate.* * Indeed,* the* chief* characteristic* of* the*
compositions* normally* called* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture*
appears*to*dovetail*with*the*broader*phenomenon*of*the*rewriting*of*
a*diversity*of*“longaduration*texts,”117*including*both*widely*circulaa
ting* nonascriptural* materials* (e.g.* 1* Maccabees* and* the* Letter( of(
Aristeas* in* Ant.* 12a13)* and* more* partisan* pieces* (e.g.* Mark* in*
Matthew*and*Luke).118* * Since,* in* contrast,* even* recent*discussion*of*
Rewritten*Scripture*views* the* relationship*between* the*Vorlage* and*
rewritten* entity* as* something* intertwined* with* both* the* scriptural*
status* of* the* former* and* the* latter’s* dependence* on* that* status,* the*
term*Rewritten( Scripture*would* again* seem* to* be* as* problematic* as*
Vermes’*original*label*that*it*is*supposed*to*replace.**
Future(Research(
If* so,* we* need* to* take* greater* account* of* the* fact* that* the* kind* of*
rewriting* evident* in* soacalled* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture*
works* fits* into* a* broader* scenario* in* which* a* wide* range* of* longa
duration* texts* were* subjected* to* the* same* kind* of* textual* process.**
An* important* question* for* future* research,* therefore,* is* what* core*
features* or* key* functions,* if* any,* all* such* texts* have* in* common.**
More* particularly,* if* essentially* the* same* exegetical* strategy* long*
recognized* visaàavis* Jubilees* and* Ant.* 1a11,* for* instance,* is* also* at*
work* in* 4( Maccabees* and* Matthew,* then* observations* about* the*
interdependency*of*Vorlage*and*derived*work*expressed*specifically*









But* what* each* of* these* might* be* called* is* a* matter* best* left* for*
another*discussion,*although*it*may*in*a*limited*sense*be*reasonable*





to* comment* on* the* accuracy* and* efficacy* of* the* terminology*
employed* for* the* works* routinely* known* as* Rewritten* Bible/*
Rewritten* Scripture.* *We* have* found* that* the*main* participants* in*
that* debate,* past* and* present,* have* all* contributed* something*
positive.* * Bernstein’s* proposition* that* Rewritten* Bible* should* be*
defined* as* tightly* as* possible* to* maximize* its* heuristic* value* is*
crucial,* for* example,* as* is*Harrington’s* argument* that* in* essence* a*
textual*process* lies* at* the*heart*of* the* rewriting*phenomenon.* *The*
more* recent* observation* of* Brooke,* Petersen,* VanderKam,* White*
Crawford,*and*others*that*the*original*appellation*Rewritten*Bible*is*
anachronistic,*given*the*likelihood*that*late*Second*Temple*Jews*had*
Scripture,* not* canon,* is* similarly* persuasive.* * At* the* same* time,*
attempts* to* portray* Rewritten* Bible/Rewritten* Scripture* as* a* genre*
remain*unconvincing,*while*Rewritten*Scripture*as*a*replacement*for*
Rewritten*Bible*arguably*obfuscates*as*much*as*it*illuminates.**Most*
significantly,* we* have* seen* that* the* circumscribed* textual* process*
found*in*soacalled*Rewritten*Bible/Rewritten*Scripture*works*is*also*
evident*within*a*wider*range*of*late*Second*Temple*literature*than*is*
normally* acknowledged.* * This* important* factor* has* received* little*
attention*hitherto,*presumably*because*of* the*overriding* interest*of*
scholars*in*Scripture*and*its*interpretation*in*general*and*because*of*
the* focus* on* recently* published* scriptural* and* Scripturearelated*
Qumran*manuscripts*in*particular.**To*counter*these*tendencies,*and*
to* encourage* a* fuller* grasp* of* the* rewriting* phenomenon* in* late*
Second*Temple* Judaism,* it* is* helpful* to* separate* the*Rewritten* and*
Bible/Scripture*elements*and*even,*at*least*temporarily,*to*put*on*hold*
Rewritten*Bible/Rewritten*Scripture* language*altogether.* *However,*
this* should* most* emphatically* not* be* taken* to* show* that* Vermes’*
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